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USE OF THESIS
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ABSTRACT

Customisation is the means by which people alter and change various elements of their
environment with the purpose of making it more suited to their immediate needs. This
aids in creating a more personalised experience. People are extremely diverse in terms
of age, gender, nationality, and with the dominant presence of technology people also
have various levels of computer skills and experience. In the context of computer
environments, customisation provides the ability to cater for a diverse user group,
providing tools and options that assist with specific tasks, improve accessibility and
achieve greater user satisfaction. Carter, MacLean, Lovstard & Moran (1990) claim that
allowing a user to customise their system to match their personal work practices proves
to be a useful technique.

Various educational institutions are employing course management systems (CMS) to
streamline and help carry out tasks involved in managing a large course. Students are
also required to utilise the CMS in order to carry out various tasks associated with the
study demands of their course. There is a variety of literature that discusses the types of
customisable features that could be employed in a CMS; however there is no
recommendation as to which of these features should be implemented. An analysis of
end user preference toward customisable features offered a deeper understanding of the
diversity of end user needs and the discovery of specific customisable features that are
preferred by the student end user population.
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CHAPTERl
Introduction

1.1 Background

Customisation is an ongoing activity that is carried out by people on a day-today basis. Our actions may not be immediately acknowledged as acts of customisation;
however what we choose to wear, how we adjusted our seat and what radio station we
listen to are all custom choices we make to suit our needs. Customisation has
progressively become more common in technology with products such as operating
systems, office software applications, mobile telephones and countless websites across
the Internet including: portals, retail sites, news providers and email domains offering
customisable features.
Customisation is the ability to modify, tailor or adjust various elements of an
item to better suit ones needs. Customisation offers greater control (Nielsen, 1998;
Ravden & Johnson, 1989), accommodates for the needs of diverse population groups
(Constantine, 1995) and creates a more personal experience (Fung, 2003; Reppel,
2003). Within an email client customisable features allow a user to manage their mail
with the ability to create new folders, set rules to organise incoming mail and indicate
the status (read, unread, urgent) of a mail item. Other customisable features such as
choice of calendar view (weekly or daily), reply formats and signatures are also offered
in various email clients such as Microsoft Outlook. The implementation of these
customisable features offers a "massive scale of users an individually personalised
experience" (Fung, 2003, p.2).
Stephanidis (1999) claims that customisation of generic applications is
becoming more important as it:
ensures accessibility by all users to community wide information and
communication sources
achieves a satisfactory experience in the use of systems that provide
access to a broad range of social activities
2

Furthermore, Morgan cited in Ferguson, Schmoller, & Smith (2004) claims that
there should be a focus on the tasks users need or want to accomplish and customisation
or personalisation should be used to balance generic web sites and enhance the user
experience, especially for frequent users.
Customisation of a computer system is carried out by the end user when they
adjust various settings in order to adapt to the system (Biemans, Schuurman, & Swak,
2003). An end user is one who is not necessarily technically minded but uses a
computer to carry out professional or personal tasks, enhance learning or have fun
(Benjamin, 1982; Hutchinson & Sawyer, 1996). End user needs vary since people are
diverse in terms of gender, age, social background and education (Leventhal, Teasley, &
Stone, 1994) as well as the level of experience they have with a computer system
(Shneidermun, 1995). Users are extremely diverse, where a system interface may be
good for some and bad for others (B. A. Myers, 1994). Constantine (1995) sates that
customisation is a solution to cater for the diverse needs of end users.
Universities and colleges are environments that typically have large
multicultural and academically diverse populations groups. A number of these
educational institutions have employed online course management systems (CMS) to
streamline various tasks and provide students with tools to assist their studies. Students
enrolled at an educational institution are end users of the CMS and must carry out an
assortment of tasks on the system as part of their study. Some of the tasks include
accessing learning materials, reading forum postings, downloading assignment
specifications and even submitting assignments. Without consistent use of the system
tools and functions students are at risk of falling behind and out of touch with their
study. It is essential that students continuously carry out all the required tasks on the
system. Based on the views of Constantine (1995), Fung (2003) and Reppel (2003), the
ability to customise a CMS could be beneficial for students by accommodating and
supporting their individual study needs.
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1.2 Significance of the Study

CMSs or VLEs such as Blackboard and WebCT offer a variety of customisation
features for the course facilitator as well as the student. Blackboard allows students to
customise the visual appearance of their homepage, calendar, address book, task list and
the utility of a search function. WebCT' s options allow students to change the colour of
their homepage and add personal bookmarks to chosen websites. Furthermore there is
an abundance of established web domains including Amazon.com and MSN.com from
which to source ideas on customisable features. However there is little available
evidence that supports the selection process of these features or notable end user
feedback endorsing particular customisable features. This study aimed to determine
which customisable features end users would prefer. This in tum would assist the
selection of customisable features worthy of consideration for implementation within an
online learning environment.
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1.3 Purpose of the Study

There is a large array of customisable components to choose from for computer
systems and it is important to undergo a selection process in order to include those
components that suit the needs of the end user population. Moreno-Munoz et al. (2002)
claims that the analysis phase is the most appropriate way of finding what a target
audience wants from a web application. A method of alleviating problems surrounding
customisation is to "identify in advance the kinds of things users are most likely to want
to be able to change ... " (Carter et al., 1990, p.178). The purpose of this study was to
identify those features that end users want to be able to change.
This study represents a user centred perspective toward customisation within a
course management system. It aimed to observe the opinion of end users toward
customisation and determine exactly which features are preferred by student end users
ofaCMS.

1.4 Limitations of the Study

This study is limited to discovering the end user customisation preference within
eCourse, a course management system within the School of Computing and IT (CIT) at
TPU. Systems are designed to fulfill specific tasks and end users of each system will
have differing needs depending on what is to be achieved. Therefore the customisation
preferences determined from this study are not directly applicable to other systems.
However, there may be several customisation features that have a more universal
applicability, such as interface and communication features.
This study did not observe the technical or pedagogical issues that are
encompassed with the implementation of a customizable CMS. Issues concerning
system performance against usage lies in the field of constantly changing technologies.
Pedagogical issues and outcomes were also out of the scope of this research where the
course management system is not intended to facilitate learning rather provide users
with various tools to carry out desired tasks and to access learning materials online.
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1.5 The Research Question Related to the Study
Q 1. Which customisable features do end users prefer within a CMS?

From a selection of customisable interface and functionality features,
which ones would students like to have as part of their online learning
environment?
Q2. What are the opinions held by end users toward system customisation?
How did the notion of including various customisable features impact their
opinion towards the system?

1.5 Definition of Terms

1) Tailoring
Tailoring is the adaptation of generic software applications such as word
processors, spreadsheets, email systems and drawing editors to specific work
practices (Morch, 1997). Carter, MacLean, Lovstard, & Moran (1990) state that
tailoring is seen as a process of users evolving a system gradually along with
their own changing skills and requirements. Authors in the field use various
terms to express the same concept. Terms such as tailoring, customising,
personalising are at times used interchangeably yet have significant differences.

2) Customisation
Customisation is driven by the user. It allows users to select preferences which
influence the content displayed. Web content is then delivered based on user
preferences. Content preferences do not change unless users update their
information (Result_Direct, 2003).

3) System adaptation
This is a process of change or adjusting to better conform to environmental
conditions of a system
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4) User preferences
Similar to customisation user preferences are set of options that allow a user to
specify the appearance or behaviours of a system.

5) Online profiling
The building of a profile on consumers' interests by monitoring and analysing
the Web pages, types of content, and paths users take while visiting one or more
Web sites.

6) Personalising
From recorded online profiles information is dynamically presented in reference
to these.

7) Graphical User Interface (GUI)
A GUI is used as a graphical method of controlling how a user interacts with a
computer to perform various tasks. Instead of issuing commands at a prompt, the
user performs desired tasks by using a mouse to choose options presented on the
display screen.

8) Skin/Theme
A skin customises the look the interface to a system or program but does not
affect its functionality.

9)

Portal
Usually used as a marketing term to describe a web site that is or is intended to
be the first place people see when using the web. Typically, a portal site has a
catalogue of web sites, a search engine, or both. A portal site also may offer email and other service to entice people to use that site as their main point-ofentry.

10) Web browser
A Web browser is software that allows you to access Web pages on the Internet.

11) Course management system (CMS)
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A course management system is used to manage the delivery of online unit
materials as well as provide tools for communication and assessment

12) The Particular University (TPU)
The tertiary educational institution in focus for the study

13) School of Computing and IT (CIT)
The Computing IT School at TPU

14) eCourse
eCourse is the current course management system used within CIT

15) Student
A learner who is enrolled in an educational institution

16) Lecturer
A person with special experience or professional qualifications employed to
deliver lecture materials on a particular topic to a large group of students

17) Tutor
A person employed to provide teaching assistance or instruction to a group of
students on a particular topic

18) Unit
A component of a course covering a particular topic that runs over the duration
of a semester.
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CHAPTER2

Review of Literature

2. 1 End Users of Computing Systems
Computer systems are generally designed and developed by technically-minded
people to provide a service or function to non-technically minded end users. The end
user is a consumer of the computer system, using it to carry out various tasks. Benjamin
(1982, p.12) states that an end user is "a person without much technical knowledge of
computers but who uses computers to perform professional or personal tasks, enhance
learning, or have fun. The end user is not necessarily a computer expert and may never
need to become one". A paper by Hutchinson & Sawyer (1996, p.26) reiterates that an
end user "is not usually a technically trained computer professional such as
programmers or operators. Rather, they are non-technically oriented people who gain
some benefit from using computers in their professional work or lives."

2.1.1 Diversity and Differences of End Users

There are various attributes that describe the diversity of end users. Computer
users are diverse in terms of gender, age, social background and economics, nationality
and education (Leventhal et al., 1994) and the Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
community endeavour to design system interfaces to accommodate each user. Nardi
cited in Leventhal et al. (1994), claims that an interface should not be designed based on
outmoded notions of demographic difference that discriminate and divide people.
"Fragmenting groups by irrelevant demographic characteristics will not help people of
different backgrounds work together"(Leventhal et al., 1994, p.2). Users should have
the choice to use a different interface to accommodate for physical disability or nonnative speaking language, but they should be able to "choose privately, without being
marginalized as different from the norm"(Leventhal et al., 1994, p.2). Nardi uses the
example that an old person with good eye sight should not be subjected to the 'senior
citizen's interface' (Leventhal et al., 1994). Users should be free to customise an
interface that meets their real needs and not simply presumed stereotype needs.
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End users are also diverse in relation to the computer system itself. Each end
user has differing needs based on their knowledge of the system, the tasks they wish to
perform and the way in which they want to achieve their outcomes. Shneidermun (1995,
p.143) states that "even an individual user can represent a range of changing needs
when that user is changing due to learning a new domain, learning to perform a different
task, and learning to use different tools and interfaces to those tools". Users' needs do
not remain constant and a system must be able to accommodate for these unique end
user needs, usually by allowing for change and adaptability.
Cameval (1994); Mayer (1981) and Ravden & Johnson (1989) found that novice
computer and system users go through stages of learning to develop a cognitive
understanding of a new system. From this process a user progressively becomes more
adept at using that system and possesses different needs than a novice user. Hence this
variation of user expertise should be catered for in the interface design (Carnevale &
Carnevale, 1994; Mayer, 1981; Ravden & Johnson, 1989). End users will have differing
preferences over the way they wish to use a system including the way they navigate,
how the information is presented and how they carry out various tasks. A system can
accommodate for these needs by offering a range of suitable features that are flexible
and unrestrictive to the way a user chooses to use the system. There is a large variety of
features available and it is important to have an understanding of what each feature can
offer.

2.2 Features within Course Management Systems
Course management systems (CMS) are primarily Internet-based software
applications, used within colleges and universities, that provide tools and services
designed to streamline and manage various tasks associated with conducting and
administering a large course (Botev et al., 2005). There is a large range of commercial
CMSs available that offer a variety of tools and features at varying levels of complexity.
The information site "edu-tools" (http://www.edutools.infoD; a Western Cooperative for
Educational Telecommunications (WCET) project, documents and compares the
features of many commercially available CMSs to assist in the decision process of
selecting a CMS. Besides cost and technical support, it is particularly important for the
CMS to have the features that meet the desired needs of the end users and the
organisation.
10

Many universities and libraries around the world opt to develop their own inhouse systems to meet their specific needs. These include:
Edith Cowan University (ECU), Perth Western Australia
Cornell University (CU), Ithaca New York
The College ofNew Jersey (TCNJ)
The University of Trier (TUT), Germany
and the Online Computer Library Centre (OCLC), Dublin
Cornell University developed a college wide system that supported workflow
associated with running a course with features such as assigning grade responsibilities,
tracking regrade requests and group assignments (Botev et al., 2005). The College of
New Jersey gathered data from faculty and students, considered to be the two biggest
stakeholders in instructional technology, and developed an in-house application
customised to the end users' needs (Kapp, 2002). The University of Trier re-developed
a simple student registration tool into a powerful system that assists faculty in the
management of entire courses (Meinel, Sack, & Schillings, 2002). Online Computer
Library Centre also re-designed their website to meet user needs by providing choices in
language, file format, navigation method and delivery of new content notification to
accommodate audience diversity. In fact some commercial systems started off as
collections of in-house scripts and utilities pulled together as simple but very useful web
based tools to assist with various aspects of student or course administration (McGrath,
2001).
CMS end user features can be categorised into communication tools,
productivity tools and course and resource tools. Each category consists of several
individual features that can be implemented differently and to different degrees across a
CMS. Furthermore it is rare for a CMS to include allthe features (WCET, 2005).
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2.2.1 Communication tools

Communication tools are electronic modes of communication that support the
exchange of information between distributed groups (Lewis, 2000). These tools enable
students and faculty to communicate outside the bounds of the classroom and create
opportunities for online distance education programs. The most commonly implemented
communication tools within CMS are discussion forums, file exchange, internal email
and real-time chat. Other tools, such as video services, whiteboard and online
journal/notepads have also been implemented to various CMS but to a lesser extent
(WCET, 2005). Kenrick Mocks' (2001) study found that students are favourable toward
communication tools and desire involvement, however the use and success of these
communication tools is determined by student motivation and participation.
Discussion forums allow students and faculty to participate in a discussion by
posting or responding to an initial message creating a sequence of messages known as a
thread or threaded discussion. Discussion forums can be school wide, unit specific or
can occur privately in small work groups. Faculty are generally able to manage, edit and
delete postings and, where applicable, create small work groups. Cornell University's
(CU) decentralised approach to CMS allows students to create their own work groups
using an invitation-based group creation model to reduce the demand on faculty having
to carry out common course related tasks (Botev et al., 2005).
Email within a CMS is generally exclusive to the course or school.
Communication takes place between the sender and a specified recipient of the
message. Some email tools may include an address book which may be searchable.
Edith Cowan University utilises a simple send and receive (only) internal personal
messaging tool in place of internal email since a separate multifunctional email system
is available for internal and external correspondence. CU uses email as an automatic
notification tool when items such as grades and assignment feedback become available.
Further more, students have the ability to customise this feature by disabling the
notifications if they wish (Botev et al., 2005). The Online Computer Library Centre
(OCLC) also offer an email notification service where those who subscribe receive
notification of new materials or changes made across the site (Hysell, 1998).
Real-time chat can be in the form of a virtual chat room or instant messaging
application. The concept behind chat is that where a message is responded to
immediately after it is received. This exchange of messages creates a conversation as
12

though it was face to face but rather the information is passed electronically. Some chats
include other features such as the ability for an instructor to monitor chat sessions and to
archive sessions for later reference (WCET, 2005). Lewis' (2000) study of chat tools
suggests that students involved in group work that rely on group collaboration could use
chat tools to ease effects of distance if meeting in person is not possible.
The online journal/notepad allows student to make personal or private notes
which are stored and accessed electronically via a CMS. Personal notes can be shared
with an instructor or other students, however private notes cannot be shared (WCET,
2005).
Language is fundamental in communication. The ability to select the language
web materials are viewed is a customisable feature offered at OCLC. There are five
languages available being Spanish, Portuguese, French, German and Chinese with more
languages

to be added in the future. Their strategic priority in 1997 was to

"internationalise through increased global expansion and perspective" (Hysell, 1998,
p.168). The goal was to remove fluency in American English as a requirement for, and
impediment to, using their products (Hysell, 1998). OCLC aimed to develop services
that reflect and speak to the diversity in languages and perspectives of global users
(Hysell, 1998). However, OCLC must be careful not to, as Nardi stated, stereotype users
based on differing backgrounds. It was found that cultural groups in Botswana favoured
the standard interface of a software application, in English, rather than a localised
version in their home language (Norton, 2003).
In the context of eCourse, it could not be expected of TPU, an English based
university, to translate learning materials to suit students who have English as a Second
Language (ESL). However 'language' could be offered as a customisable feature where
students have the ability to set the language in which they wish to view their study
portal. The language option would only apply to content that is generally fixed such as
the main navigation bar, links, headings or even the news feeds.
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2.2.2 Productivity tools

Productivity tools are functional elements that assist system users in organising
and carrying out various tasks, resulting in a more productive outcome. Within a CMS,
productivity tools are designed to help students in their course of study. Common
productivity tools include bookmarks, calendar/progress review, to-do list and the
ability to search within course materials.
The search and bookmark tool assist with finding and referencing desired
resources. The search tool can overcome the effort of tracking down information by
allowing a student to search through course materials to promptly find desired
information based on key words. OCLC have advanced their search options, enabling
users to specifically define the attributes of what they are looking for. OCLC believe
that using metadata to describe the contents of the files on the web will make it easier to
ensure effective information retrieval (Hysell, 1998). Bookmarks then assist by storing a
reference to resources and pages within a course or externally on the web, facilitating
quick and direct access to them. "Systems vary in allowing students to store their
bookmarks in a course folder, a personal folder, or a private folder" (WCET, 2005,
page: Bookmarks).
Tools such as calendars, appointment books, to-do lists and other scheduling
aids help students plan their time, deliver results and meet deadlines just as required in
real life (Wolz et al., 1997). Functional calendars or appointment books allow a user to
annotate daily scheduled activities and tasks. From a glance it is possible to identify
whether one is too busy to take on new tasks and activities amongst previously
scheduled ones.
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2.2.3 Course and Resource tools

Some of the course tools used by an instructor include the ability to design and
develop courses, manage the distribution of unit materials, track students' progress,
assess students' knowledge and understanding of unit materials, offer feedback and
allocate deserved grades. Under this category students generally have an assignment
drop box that enables them to upload their assignments to their instructor and the ability
to view feedback and grades. Students at Cornell University (CU) can also view
statistics on the overall class performance (Botev et al., 2005).
Instructors are able to design and distribute unit materials according to their
desired preferences and pedagogical practices. It is possible to customise the
presentation of unit materials by changing the colours, graphics and layout. Instructors
can also control the progression of an online class being when the materials, test and
result are made available. CU even allow students to access units from previous
semester enrolments, if authorised by the department (Botev et al., 2005). In context to
commercial CMS it is possible to customise the look and feel of the whole system by
branding it with school colours and logos (WCET, 2005).
In the late 90's OCLC provided electronic documents in several formats such as
ASCII, HTML, Rich Text Format (RTF) and Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) with
Portable Document Format (PDF) to be a new addition (Hysell, 1998). It would be
possible for a university to offer learning materials in various formats though this would
rely on the effort of lecturers. Text file versions of learning materials would benefit
users downloading via low-end equipment or high-end impatience. OCLC found that
30% of users chose text-only over graphical versions (Hysell, 1998). However PDF
documents have since brought about a reliable means of electronic document
distribution that has superseded many document types.
Rich Site Summary (RSS), also known Really Simple Syndication, is an XMLbased communication standard that summarises content of a web site enabling it to be
shared with other websites. This technology is often implemented to distribute up-todate news from sites such as CNN and BBC into smaller domains such as a private
homepage. In the context of CMS students could subscribe to desired news feeds to be
displayed in their study portals.
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2.2.4 Student Homepage and Interface tools

The homepage acts as an entry point to students' course materials, email, course
calendar and any public or private announcements. A homepage may also support a
student portfolio that allows a student to showcase their work, display their personal
photo, and list demographic information (WCET, 2005). The idea that a homepage with
the above described features is a study portal is only partly true. 'True portals' would
include: user personalisation (unique log-on and the ability to store personal
information); and flexible, customisable interfaces (the ability to create views and reconfigure the interface) (McGrath, 2001). MyYahoo and MyExcite are commercial
examples of true portals. In 2001 both Blackboard and WebCT, two popular
commercial CMS, were released with features that represent true portals (McGrath,
2001).
The user interface (UI) requires "an even deeper understanding of the users than
the design of the functionality since the interface must match the skills, expectations and
needs of the intended users" (B. A. Myers, 1994, p.76). The UI is a means by which
users interact with a system to carry out desired tasks. Elements of an interface include
menus, content, links, icons, forms, graphics and buttons that require the input of a
mouse or keyboard. These interface elements allow a user to communicate with a
system and, as previously discussed, end users should be free to customise their
interface to suit their personal taste, physical or cultural needs. "Users are extremely
diverse, so interfaces good for some may be bad for others" (B. A. Myers, 1994, p.76).
A CMS interface can be made up of icons, text menus or a hybrid of both. An
icon is defined as a pictorial representation of an object, an action, a property, or some
other concept (vanDam, 1990). Icons are justified as a means to utilise screen space
efficiently, only consuming a fraction of space compared to most descriptive words.
Raskin (2000) adds that icons contribute to the attractiveness of an interface. Both
vanDam (1990) and Raskin (2000) claim that if an icon is well designed, it can be
recognized more quickly than words.
Icons can be language independent allowing an interface to be used in different
countries (vanDam, 1990) making it easier to translate programs to other languages
(Raskin, 2000). The option to use icons seems like an ideal solution for the multicultural
environment at TPU. However Raskins' reading of William Horton's The Icon Book,
1994, found that an icon that shows the palm of an upraised hand indicates "halt" in the
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United States but signifies "here's excrement in your face" in Greece. It would appear
that although icons may be language independent, they are not necessarily culturally
independent (Raskin, 2000).
Ideally icons must be easily recognized, easy to remember and distinguishable
from other icons (vanDam, 1990). Consider the icon of a brush that commonly
represents the paste action but also known to represent the paint action. These icons
used in the same program become ambiguous. It is also important not to compromise a
clear description of a function by trying to invent a graphical version. A design team
queried Raskin (2000) how to draw a busy signal in a sequence of phone status icons
and he suggested using words. Words were used and were successful. Icons can
enhance the effectiveness of a user's interaction however they should be used in
situations where the design relates directly back to the task and is proved to be
advantageous to the user (Raskin, 2000; Ravden & Johnson, 1989).
Icons and text menus accommodate for different needs one perhaps being more
suitable than the other in particular situations. Gururajan' s (2002) reading of
Shneiderman (1982) found that icons can be enjoyable for all since they are easy to
learn for novice user and fast to use by experienced users. However Gururajan' s (2002)
reading of Shih & Alessi (1994) found text menus reduce memory load and may be
preferred by novice users. It is important to remember that it is not possible to anticipate
how a user chooses to use a system (B. A. Myers, 1994).
Screen layout is the arrangement of screen elements; including menus and
navigation structures, content and other tool related controls. Waloszek

(2002)

discusses several aspects of screen layout being:
"-Flow of control: how users progress through a screen when doing their work
-Dependencies: how elements on a screen affect each other
- Togetherness: which elements on a screen belong together; There may be
closer and farther relations between elements.
-Aesthetics and general Gestalt principles: how information can be effectively
communicated visually" (Waloszek, 2002, p.1)
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Screen elements should be positioned in a sequence of logical progression in
order to promote successful completion of tasks. F. Myers (2003) states that novice
system users may prefer a linear sequence of tasks where as experienced users may
prefer to use more complex and non-linear structures. Screen layout impacts the way
information is read and tasks are carried out. A screen layout that is not suited to a
user's preferred style of information retrieval can slow down and hinder the completion
of a task (F. Myers, 2003). Consideration of: flow of control, dependencies,
togetherness and aesthetics will assist in the process of determining where particular
screen elements should be positioned and for what reason.
Microsoft introduced desktop themes as part of the Windows95 operating
system. Themes were used generally to change colour and sound schemes as well as the
look of icons and wallpapers. Skins were later introduced enabling the alteration of GUI
elements such as in WinAmp. Themes and skins have become very popular where the
attribute of an application being 'skinnable' has become common practise for various
software applications. Microsoft's Windows XP allows a user to choose the theme of
their desktop to have either the look of 'Windows Classic', 'Windows XP' or a theme
available online such as marine life. The application of these themes can change the
style of the icons, mouse cursor and sounds. Since the concept of themes has a strong
focus on the graphical user interface, it is also referred to as a 'visual style'. Companies
which offer users the ability to customise their software have found a distinct advantage
over their competitors (Wardell, 2002).
As visual styles became more popular they have since become more technically
and commercially advanced. Applications such as IconPackager and CursorXP provide
an array of options and styles that assists with the application of themes to specific
elements across ones computer system. Since users desire to apply the same visual style
to several elements of their computer system developers are now producing suites to
cater for a global application of a theme across ones computer system. The strong
market demand has made shops such as The Skin Factory and Skin Plant successful
businesses in the development ofvisual style suites (Wardell, 2002).
There is little, if any, concrete scientific or psychological evidence behind the
use of colour since people have such a complex psychological make-up. However
colours certainly do seem to be fulfilling some psychological desires as do other
aesthetic aspects of our environments (MicroAcademy, 1998; Norman, 2002; Sasaki,
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1991). Colours play a role in the expression of personality, mood and emotion for every
individual and although reasoning may say colour is not important, human emotional
reaction says otherwise (MicroAcademy, 1998; Norman, 2002; Sasaki, 1991).
Primarily a good interface should be quick to identify, easy to use with minimal
errors and be attractive for the user (Gururajan, 2002). As well as this, a successful
interface design should accommodate the individual differences of users (Gururajan,
2002). Furthermore Tang (2001) claims that an effectively designed interface will
"generate positive feelings of success, competence and clarity and also create an
environment in which tasks are carried out almost effortlessly" (Gururajan, 2002, p38).

2.3 Human-Computer Relationship
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is the study of the interaction between
people (users) and computers via the user interface (Ul), in order to carry out a desired
task (Wikipedia, 2005). Fung's (2003) study of human computer communication
considers the interaction between a user and computer as personal-computer
communication (PCC) whereby a sender/receiver relationship is created when a user
activates a command and the computer responds accordingly in a graphic, alphanumeric
and/or vocal mode. Fung (2003) refers to ideas explored by several researchers stating:
PCC is a two way process
users interact with a computer as an 'independent sender/receiver' rather
than through the computer
and users tend to treat computers as independent social entities
This social and dyadic relationship is a personal experience where human
emotion and cognitive processes affect how problems are solved and how tasks are
performed.
Norman (2002) explores theories surrounding the relationship and the
interdependency between emotion and cognition. Our emotive system arouses positive
or negative judgements that are interpreted by our cognitive system that formulates an
understanding of the environment. The judgments made by the emotive system affect
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how well a cognitive task is handled. Negative emotions such as anxiety can be
beneficial since the mind becomes focused, however too much can inhibit performance
(Norman, 2002). Positive emotions can broaden the mind, but there lies the risk of
becoming distracted from the task at hand (Norman, 2002). A study showed that people
who are given "small, unexpected gifts, afterwards were able to solve problems that
required creative thought performed better than those who where not given
gifts"(Norman, 2002, p 40). Positive emotions stimulated positive results. In context to
human centred design, pleasure from the appearance or functionality of a tool can
positively increase a user's emotional experience, broaden creativity and increase
tolerance overlooking minor difficulties (Nornian, 2002). Norman's overall claim is that
attractive and pleasing things work better, are easier to learn, and produce more
harmonious results. To clarify this idea, consider the following example: A user who is
visually pleased and able to interpret the meaning of an icon design, or perhaps has
control over the meaning of the icon, will experience pleasure, confidence and success
in carrying out their desired task. Conversely a user who is unable to understand and
dislikes an icon design will experience a negative affect of uncertainty, lack of
confidence, low tolerance, inefficient outcomes and an overall lack of enjoyment.
The human-computer relationship has the potential to be very productive when
interface and functionality design produces positive emotions. The design is crucial in
determining whether or not a user will enjoy their experience. It is very difficult to
design an interface to suit everyone's needs especially when a user's preferred design
can depend on "the occasion, the context, and above all, mood" (Norman, 2002, p 37).
This is why the ability to personalise or customise the interface design and functionality
in the computer environment would better ensure a positive and productive user
experience. With customisation a user can change settings to suit their needs no matter
what their mood.
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2.4 Customisation
Customisation and personalisation fall under the same principle of offering
"modifications of the functionality, interface, information content or distinctiveness of
an information system with a view to increasing the personal relevance to an individual
user" (Treiblmaier, Madlberger, Knotzer, & Pollach, 2004, p 2). According to Nielson
(1998) the distinction between the two concepts lies in the 'control' over the system
adaptation process. Customisation offers direct user control, where a system offers a
range of options where the users adjust the setting according to their need and desires
(Nielsen, 1998). Personalisation does not offer user control rather it monitors and
collects information about the user and assumes settings based on the gathered
information (Nielsen, 1998). Within personalisation lies a risk of disappointing a user's
experience whereas customisation provides the tools in order for the user to control their
experience (Reppel, 2003).
Furthermore Treiblmaier et al. (2004) explored the ethical issues around
customisation and personalisation and found that there was a higher negative response
towards websites that collected information and made adjustments, based on this data,
without users' knowledge or consent. User response toward customisation was more
positive therefore customisation was claimed to be ethically less questionable than
personalisation (Treiblmaier et al., 2004). "The real way to get individualised
interaction between a user and a website is to present the user with a variety of options
and let the user choose what is of interest to that individual at that specific time"
(Nielsen, 1998, p 1).
Flexibility of the interface means that a user is able to customise various
interface settings such as screen layout, information presentation and other basic
features such as colour and graphics to their specific requirements. This flexibility gives
a user a sense of control over the system by accommodating for each user's various
needs and circumstances (Ravden & Johnson, 1989). Flexible interfaces can "help to
increase speed and efficiency of interaction, and to reduce frustration" (Ravden &
Johnson, 1989, p 64). For example users with various levels of system experience may
desire to bypass certain aspects of the interface in order to make the interaction faster
and more efficient (Ravden & Johnson, 1989). Shneiderman (2002) explored multilayered interface design, a system that enabled users with differing system experience,
to have control over which features were available to them at any one time. This
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element of control and ability to adapt to various environments and context specific
situations enhances a system user's experience. In the context of commercial or
corporate websites, flexibility in the interface allows for corporate branding, website
integration, increased efficiency and decreased costs (Wolterstorff, Mattson, Tschofen,
& Gieneart, 2004).

The amount of flexibility and control a user has over a system is important to
consider. Not enough flexibility can be restrictive and be detrimental to speed and
efficiency whereas too much can make a system design overly complex and may
overwhelm users with all the various options which in turn deters them from their
original tasks (Biemans et al., 2003; Ravden & Johnson, 1989). An application with
customisable features must establish restrictions or boundaries. Users do not know what
is good for them so giving a user loose rein on user preferences may sacrifice usability
and purpose (Raskin, 2000). A particular interviewed participant stated, "Too much
control may create a new overhead for support staff... Too much control over the user
interface may make the interface too difficult for some users" (Ferguson et al., 2004).
Overall users should be offered a balanced and verified array of customisable features
that will generate a sense of control, meet functional and aesthetic needs, minimise
frustration, enhance efficiency and in turn increases the overall user experience.
Biemans et al. (2003) explored how "end users adapted systems to their personal
preferences, specific tasks or to broader contexts of use"(Biemans et al., 2003, pl) in
particular for mobile telephones and email. The ability to communicate is prevalent in
mobile telephones and email yet they possess distinct characteristics and, as Biemans et
al (2003) discovered, different user customisation patterns. The study identified that of
the 69% of users that customise their email, 24% customised general preferences, 36%
customised access to functionality and 56% customised functionality itself. One third of
surveyed users were not aware of all the changes that could be made within a system
however users claimed they would have customised specific areas once they became
aware of them. Furthermore, the more email was·. used the more it was customised
(Biemans et al., 2003). The high popularity toward customisation supports this research
paper in the exploration of user preference of customisable system features. The email
communication tool is only one of many features within a CMS however the underlying
principle toward customisation remains.
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Biemans et al (2003) sample population consisted of 56 users categorised as a
consultant, student or other. It was concluded that customisation of mobile telephones
and email was carried out by almost the entire surveyed population. It was presumed
that the high response was due to the ease of customisation and the 'ownership or
personal envision' the system offered (Biemans et al., 2003).
An anecdotal study by Ferguson et al (2004) found that users would not create a
profile or customise their experience unless the system was already adaptively
personalised, based on data held elsewhere. Users are more willing to carry out "second
tier customisation", adding or updating details, on a system that is "ready-touse"(Ferguson et al., 2004). The CMS used in this study is personalised for each student
where their name, list of enrol units and any personal message are presented to them
when they login.
Rachelle Heller states that the development of tools to customise an interface
would be of great value (Leventhal et al., 1994). "First it would improve access for the
intended user. Second, the feeling of empowerment achieved by modifying the interface
can change the user's attitude toward an application. Third, the modified application
interface can give the application designer new insight into how users approach a
system"(Leventhal et al., 1994, p2)
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2.5 Summary
Each end user of a computer system has a unique make-up of characteristics,
including social demographics and system experience, which shape their needs and
expectations. In order for a user to achieve successful results, a system must provide the
adequate tools, information presentation and usability features that meet an individual's
needs and expectations.
There are several categories of tools and features within course management
systems (CMS) covering: communication, productivity, course and resources, student
homepage and the interface. Various CMS provide a combination of features designed
to meet the needs of the school and the systems' end users. It is very difficult to design a
system to suit everyone's needs, let alone predict these needs. Research has found that
end users will not have a satisfactory experience with a system if they are unable to
carry out a task because the tools and features negatively affect their ability to perform.
An end user should be able to modify, change, and adjust tools and features within a
system in order to customise their work environment that in turn will have a positive
effect.
Customisation increases the personal relevance for each end user. Granting an
end user control of their work environment, instead of applying a calculated or
stereotyped assumption, enables users to target specific areas and adjust them according
to their needs at that point in time. However, it is important not to offer too much
control as it can hinder performance, therefore a balanced selection of customisable
features should be offered. Studies have shown that end users utilise customisable
features if they are available them. Due to the prominence of online education and CMS
it is important to explore customisation in a learning environment for the benefit of the
student, the end user.
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CHAPTER3
Research Method

3.1 Survey Method
3.1.1 The Survey
Quantitative research methodologies, in particular survey methods, will be used
as a means to find the answers to the stated research questions. Survey method was the
most appropriate research method since it enables a researcher to get a broad sense of
public opinion (Braverman & Slater, 1996) and enables the researcher to observe the
distribution of traits and attributes among a sample population and the ability to seek
interrelationships among them (Babbie, 1973). Babbie (1973) states "Survey methods
are used in the study of a segment or portion - a sample - of a population for purposes of
making estimated assertions about the nature of the total population from which the
sample has been selected" (Babbie, 1973, p. 73). Dane (1990) supports the use of survey
methods when there is a need to know "what a lot of people are thinking but don't
necessarily need to determine why they are thinking that way" (Dane, 1990, p.121). The
research question is shaped to do exactly this, seeking a participant's preference and
opinion toward customisab1e features, not the reasons behind their preference.
Furthermore, Babbie (1973) confirms that the survey method enables a researcher to
learn something about the sample selection which enables the researcher to better
understand the larger population from which the sample was taken.
Surveys are tools for collecting factual information. Weisberg & Bowen (1997)
categorise the type of information that can be obtained by survey as:
"- opinions on questions of the day
- attitude toward more basic topics
-facts about the people being interviewed" (Weisberg & Bowen, 1997, p.4)
Data collected from surveys is a permanent source of information "It can
undergo initial analysis, where it is always possible to return to the set of data and
reanalyse from a new theoretical perspective." (Babbie, 1973, p.49)
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3.1.2 The Target Population and Survey Sample

The study targeted students enrolled in the School of Computing and IT (CIT)
not the entire University. In 2005 statistics show that CIT is one of five schools made up
of over 1,000 students, approximately 450 of which are newly commencing students.
CIT students are required to use eCourse, the system on which the research is being
conducted, in order to carry out various tasks such as accessing their weekly learning
materials, participate in forum discussions and submit assignments.
Sample size decisions, "must be made on a case-by-case basis" gtvmg
consideration to the goals of the study (Fowler, 1993). Fowler states that sample size
decisions should be developed from an analysis of the "subgroups within the total
population" (Fowler, 1993, p.43). The sample size must be able to represent the small
subgroups of importance. Within this research, subgroups were based on demographic
details and participant's level of system experience. Since volunteers were sought, it
was difficult to determine who and how many people would participate in the survey.
Consequently there were 106 attempts to complete the survey; however after data
validation, described in section 3.3.3, the total sample population comprised of 85
respondents. Fowler (1993) explores the increase of precision in relation to sample size.
It was found that "precision increases rather steadily up to sizes 150 - 200. After that

there is much more modest gain to increase sample size." (Fowler, 1993, p.35). A
greater sample population would have increased the precision of the findings being that
only 8.5% of the target audience volunteered to participate. It is suggested that a sample
should be about 10-30% ofthe target population (NCWC, 2004)
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3.2 Survey Structure

The survey was structured with consideration towards type of questions,
question content, response format, question wording and question placement (Trochim,
2002). The survey was broken down and structured into five questions sets being:
1) Participant Details: to determine whether attitudes towards customisation
were affected by demographic details such as level of study, age or gender.
2) Current System Usage: to determine the effect system experience had on
responses, in that levels of experience have an effect on user needs
(Shneidermun, 1995).
3) Interface Features and 4) Functionality Features: to determine which
customisable features in terms of interface and functionality aspects, students
prefer within a CMS.
5) Customisation Preference: to obtain the general opinion held by students
towards customisation of a CMS
This method of sectioning offers structure and ensured questions remained in the
correct context with the topic under consideration. Each question set was presented on a
new page allowing the questions to be attractively spaced out promoting a higher
response rate than if many questions were on one page (Fowler, 1993). Transition
sentences were used to give the participant an idea of the type of questions that were to
follow (Trochim, 2002). To transition into the Current System Usage question set, the
text 'Please tells us about you current experience with eCourse', familiarized the
participant with the topic in question. Each section contained a series of questions that
were designed to retrieve the required information. Question sets and corresponding
questions were sequenced according to Trochim's (2002) three rules:
"Is the answer influenced by prior questions?
Does the question come too early or too late to arouse interest?
Does the question receive sufficient attention?" (Trochim, 2002, section

"Question Placement")
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3.2.1 Participant Details
This first question set contained a series of questions designed to gain an
understanding of the sample population. Participant's demographic details were
identified as independent variables that could affect the results of the study. This series
of simple questions were presented at the beginning of the survey with the aim to
familiarise and ease participants into the survey environment (Fowler, 1993; Trochim,
2002). The "Participant Details" question set does not interrelate with subsequent
question sets however positioning these questions at the end of the survey may not have
aroused enough interest to invoke a response. Therefore it was more worthwhile for
these questions to appear first in the survey.
Figure 3-1 is a visual representation of the ' Participant Details ' question set.
Where a question had a limited number of response options; such as when seeking a
participant's gender or enrolment type; single-variable (Trochim, 2002) question types
were used. These types of questions offered participants a single choice from a number
of response options. A text box response format was used for questions that had a broad
range of potential responses such as for age and nationality.

Figure 3-1: Survey screen capture- Participant Details

» PARTICIPANT DETAILS« I CtJlRENT SYSTEM USAC.E OfTALS INTERfACE FEA!Lfi£S I f'IN:TIONAUTY FEA!Lfi£S I CUSTCMZAOON PREFERENCE & PRACTICES

PARTICIPANT DETAILS
Please fillrn I he followmg delarls aboul yourself, remember lhrs survey rs complelely annonymous
I.

Age

il . Nalronalily

Ill. Gender

0

Male

iv. Level of Sludy

0

I sl

0

Female

0 2nd 0 3rd
Undergraduale Ye rs

0

41h or Honour s

0

GradDrp or Masl ers

0

Phd

v. Cour se

l

vi. Mode of Sludy

0

lnlernal

0

External

vii . Enrolment type

0

Full trme

0

Part trme

0

Online

Please check over and confirm your re spon ses before you contmue
Confirm 8. Contmue
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3.2.2 Current System Usage
Questions in this set prompted the participant to consider their personal
experience with eCourse, as well as introducing them to some of the concepts re lated to
the focus of the study. These were considered straightforward questions for patticipants
to answer as they were based on a recall of personal experience. If it was known that a
question could have more than one response multi-variable question types were used;
this enabled participants to select more than one response from the list of possible
options, this was useful when indicating which features participants used the most.
Single-variable question types were used for the remaining structured question's.
Two Likert-scale questions were used to measure participants' response to
statements concerning their opinion toward features within the system. Participants
were asked to indicate how they rate the eCourse interface features in terms of personal
taste on a scale of:
Very good (value= 2)
Good (value= 1)
Neutral (value = 0)
Poor (value= -1)
Very poor (value= -2)
For the second Likert-scale question participants were asked to indicate how
they rate the functionality features in terms of usefulness on a scale of:
Very useful (value= 2)
Useful (value= 1)
Neutral (value= 0)
Not useful (value= -1)
Not useful at all (value= -2)
These Likert-seales were also used in consecutive question sets so that a
comparative analysis could be made from participant responses.
A text field was used to cater for an open-ended question which allowed
participants to enter any other information that was considered important to the
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participant' s current system usage hence offering the opportunity for participants to
answer in their own words, revealing the real views of the participant (Fowler, 1993).
Figu re 3-2: Su rvey screen captu re - C urrent System Details
I » CURRENT SYSTEM USAGE DETAILS

«t MERF.~CE fEA TUiES I FlN': TIONAUTY FEA TLflES I CUS TOioiZ.O.TION PREFEREN(E 8 PRACTICES

CURRENT SYSTEM USAGE DETAILS
Please tell us about your current experr ence With eCourse

1. How long have you been u51ng the eCourse Ponal?

0

Just slaned

2. Approxrmately how often do yorJ access th e eCoUise

0
0

Once per wee~

0

Home

0
0
0

Unit fo rums

0

Online assrgnment submrssron

0

Very good

0

Very useful

0

Useful

0

Blackboard

0

WebCT

Ponal?

3. From wher h vo ccessed eCour!e?
(ttel< mo1 than one rl rek!Ysl'>l)

4. Wha t features of the eCou 1 ~e ponal do you use the
most?
(ttel< mo1e than one rlleleval'>l}

5. How would you cunently rate the eCourse port al
mterface 1n terms of your personal taste?

0

0

t Year

2 Years+

0 4·5 trme per week
0 4+ por day

0 2·3 trmo s por week
0 2·3 lrme s per d y

Once p r day

0

0

6 Months

0

Work

Un1V81Srl y

0
0
0
0

Unit materrals
Lrnks to un/Versrty resources

0

0

Good

0

Internet c fe

0

Overseas

General fo rums
Lmks to student emarl
Personal messagrng
Staff contact detarls search

0

Neuhal

0

Poor

Very poor

6. How would you currentl y rate the fu nctr onahty (features)
contamed withm the eCourse port alrn term s of
usefu lness?

7. What other content management systems (hke eCourse)
have you used?
{ttel< mo1e than one rl relevant}

0

Neut ra l

0

0

Not useful

ScamSyte

0

0

Not useful at all

Oth er

8. Please hst any other usage detarls

Please check over and confirm your responses before you contrnue

Conl11m & Contrnue

3.2.3 Interface & Functionality Features
The ' Interface Features ' and ' Functionality Features ' question sets were
predominately opinion-based questions and use a similar format of questions as each
other. The Likert-scale question type was used, which enabled the collection of
participants ' opinion in a quantitative response format making it easier to analyse
(Trochim, 2002). Statement-based items were used in order to determine which
customisable features participants' desired .. The series of statements presented to
participants required them to indicate

how much they agreed with a particular

statement. They were not forced to respond one way or the other where participants
were able to indicate a neutral response if that is, in fact, how they truly felt (Trochim,
2002). Participants indicated their level of agreement to each statement on the following
scale:
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Strongly Agree (value = 2)
Agree (value= 1)
Neutral (value= 0)
Disagree (value= -1)
Strongly Disagree (value= -2)

Figure 3-3: Survey screen capture- Interface Features
»INTERFACE FEATURES« I FLNCT~~UTV FEATu;ES I CUSTOMZATlON PREfl'RfNCE & PRACTICES

p '

Please indicate whether you would like to be able to cus tomize the following interfa ce features in a CMS such as eCourse.
Strongly Ag ree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

9. I would like to be able to ..
a) set my

own colour scheme

0

0

0

0

0

h) sell he background rmage of th e page(s) I use

0

0

0

0

0

c) choose an tnlerface lheme' from a se r~e s of
predefined templates

0

0

0

0

0

d) use rcons for functionalrty and navrgat ron

0

0

0

0

0

e) use te xt lrnks for funclronahty and navrgatron

0

0

0

0

0

Qselect a drfferenl sc reen layout

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10. t am Willing to spend as much trm e as rs requrred to get
th e rnt erface setup the way llrke rt
11 . Please hsl any other tnlerface feature s you would lrke to
cus tom1ze

12. How would you rate the eCourse po~alrnterface rn terms
of pe rs onal tas te rf some or all of th e above customrz able
featur es were variabl e to you

0

Very good

0

Good

0

Neutral

0

Poor

0

Very poor

Ple ase check over and confirm your responses beforo you contmue
Conium & Contrnuo
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Figure 3-4: Survey screen capture- Functionality Features
>>FUNCTIONALITY FEATURfS« I cus•C... ZATION PREFEI'fNo:E & P!!ACTKES

FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES
Please mdrcate whe ther you would lrke to have the followr ng functr onalrty features avarlable to you rna CMS such as eCourse
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neulral

Orsagree

Strongly Orsagree

13. I would lrke th e followrng features avarl able to me
a) an online notepad

0

0

0

0

0

b) websr te bookmarks

0

0

0

0

0

c) a personal calendar & l c>- do·lrst

0

0

0

0

0

d) personalrzed news feed seMce

0

0

0

0

0

e) abrlily to set and recerve assrgnm enl due date or
oth er personal remrnders

0

0

0

0

0

nabrlrt y to see most rece nt postm gs on the message

0

0

0

0

0

g) lrve cha t

0

0

0

0

0

h) unrl notes update notrfi calron VIa emarl

0

0

0

0

0

Q MSN style "Who's online• rndrcator

0

0

0

0

0

fl hsl or most recently downloaded document;

0

0

0

0

0

k) unrt rnatcn Is se rch functron

0

0

0

0

0

Q reccomendatr ons based on other peoples sea rches

0

0

0

0

0

m) un11 ma t e r~ als
orhtml

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

or forum dr sscussron board s

'" va r~ o u s

formats e g IOKtu at. gr phrcal

n) abrlity to se t th e language drsplay
'The Jangu9ge option would on¥ app¥ to ccm/ent
that rs general¥ fixed such as the mam na'llf)et/On
bat, links. headtngs or even the news feeds

14 . Please lrst any oth er functr onalrty features you would lrke
to customrz e

15. How would you rate the fu nctr onality (featur es)
contarned wrthrn the eCourse port alrn terms or
usefuln ess rf some or all or th e above customrzable
features were ava rlable to you

0

Very useful

0

Useful

0

Neutral

0

Not useful

0

Not useful at all

Please check over and confirm your res ponses before you contrnue

Confnm & Contrnue

3. 2.4 Customisation Preference
Different question techniques were used in this question set to assess the
participants value of preference (Alwin & Krosnick, 1989). Rating techniques employed
in the Interface & Functionality question sets were used to gain an overall view of
opinion towards various features were participants could score items equally (Alwin &
Krosnick, 1989); Whereas the ranking format in this question set enabled participants to
indicate there preference of an item over another (Alwin & Krosnick, 1989).
The questions in this set were dependant on the responses from questions 9(a-f)
from the Interface Features question set and questions 13(a-n) from the Functionality
Features question set. If a participant indicated that they either agreed or strongly agreed
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with any of the statements in questions 9 and 13 , each one was included as part of
questions 16 and 17 respectively. Figure 3-5 illustrates question 16 containing three
items, indicating that a participant responded agreeably to those three items in question
9. Question 16 requests the participant to rank the listed items in order of preference, in
an incremental manner, by placing a number in each text box. If a participant did not
respond favourably to any of the statements in question 9, question 16 acknowledges
this and provides the participant with a large text field requesting the participant to
comment on their decision (Figure 3-6).

Figure 3-5: Survey screen capture- Customisation Preference (Ranking)
»CUSTOMIZATION PREFERENCE & PRACTICES«

CUSTOMIZATION PREFERENCE
From your preVIous res ponses please rndicale whrch featur es you have greater preference for
16. You responded favourably to I he followmg
INTERFACE FEATURES Could you
please rank I hem rn order of preference
I berng lh hrghesl prefer nc and so on
(a number can only occur once)

set my r:rwn colour scheme

choose an rnterface lheme' from a
serr es of predefin ed templates

use rcons for fu nctronahty nd
nilVIgntron

17. You responded favourably to the followmg
FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES Could you
please rank them rn order of preference
I bern g the hrghest preference and so on
(a number can only occw once)

wobsrte bookmarks
p ~ r son a hz o d

personal calendar & to·dO· hst
unrt notes update nolrfi catron VIa

news foed eMce
emarl

hst of most recentl y downloa ded
documents

un11 matenals rn vauous form ats

Please check over and confrrm your res ponses before you contrnue
Confirm & Finrsh

Figure 3-6: Survey screen capture- Customisation Preference (No Preference)

»CUSTOMIZATION PREFERENCE & PRACTICES«

CUSTOMIZATION PREFERENCE
From your preVIous responses please rndrcate whrch features you have greater preference for
16. You did not respond favourably to any of
the INTERFAC E FEATURES
Please make a cornment to s up p o ~ your decrsron
17. You drd not respond favourably to any of
the FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES
Please make a comment to s upp o ~ your decrsron
Plea se che ck over and confirm your respon ses berore you contrnue

Confi rm & Finr sh
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This method of dynamic questioning was used to narrow down the number of
items to be ranked and limit inaccurate ranking (Burgess, 2001 ). A participant is likely
to respond more accurately if they are required to rank 5 items rather than all 13 items.
Dr Burgess states that ranking questions "can generate a lot of data and so the number
of options used should not be excessive. Apart from this respondents find it difficult to
discriminate meaningfully between lots of options."(Burgess, 2001, p.13). Further to
this, if a participant did not indicate favour towards a feature, their preference ranking
would not hold the same value as that of a preference ranking toward a favoured feature.
Comparability between units from one attitude to another would not be possible
(Oppenheim, 1966).
It was advantageous that the survey was program-driven and the development of

dynamic questioning was feasible. A computer-based survey can follow complex
question patterns that would be difficult to achieve in a paper-based version (Fowler,
1993). A paper-based survey would have required a series of hierarchical questions such
that if a participant answered 'true ' they would be asked to answer question 'x ',
whereas if they answer 'false' they would be asked to answer question 'y'. The
computer-based survey concealed these conditions and presented only the appropriate
question.

3.3 Description of Instrument Employed
3.3.1 Online Survey
It was advantageous to develop an online survey tool for the purpose of this

study. An online survey is technically feasible, ensures anonymity and is a convenient
method of distribution and data storage.
Several developed technologies were employed in the creation of the survey.
Hyper text mark-up language (HTML) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) were ·used at
the presentation level; displaying the content in a structured and aesthetically pleasing
way. JavaScript code was used to validate data entries where participants would be
notified of unanswered questions offering an opportunity to go back and respond. PHP
code was used as the response processing mechanism between the presentation level of
the survey, where participants input their response, and the back-end database, where
the responses were stored. A MySQL database was employed to store all the data in a
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set of normalised data tables. Conducting the survey via the Internet was advantageous
as responses were instantaneously recorded in machine-readable form (Fowler, 1993).
PHPMyAdmin was used to successfully construct and manage the contents of the
database. The technologies employed are freely available and were suitably robust for
the purposes of this study.
Once the survey was developed it was ready to be hosted and made available to
prospective participants. The survey and database were hosted on a secure server where
access was granted only to the researcher and the supervisor. To make the survey
known to potential participants a notice was published on the CIT Intranet homepage
and general forum (figure 3-7); and authorised posters (figure 3-8) were positioned in
various locations around the CIT school building. Interested participants accessed the
survey via the web site address (URL) provided.
Data collection occurred over the duration of two weeks. The online survey was
constantly available enabling participants to complete the survey at a time convenient to
them. This method of distribution allowed participants' time to formulate answers and
potentially increase response rates (Trochim, 2002). No personal contact was made
between the researcher and the participant nor were there any identification numbers as
part of the survey; hence true anonymity was maintained (Babbie, 1973). It was hoped
that the assurance of anonymity, combined with the convenience of online delivery,
would increase the likelihood and accuracy of responses (Babbie, 1973).

Figure 3-7: Notice published on CIT Intranet Homepage

:Q:equest for Student Participation
To
out just .complete this
to use online survey located at:

The survey is COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS
and will take no longer than 15 MINUTES!
For further information on the survey or on the research itself, you
can contact:
Diana at QQ~!lY]~~~m!~!:!&~~
or
Justin Brown, Diana's research supervisor at:

Your participation will be greatly appreciated.
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Figure 3-8: Poster placed around CIT school building

Request for Fellow Student
Participation
One of our SCIS Honours students would like 15 minutes of your time.
Diana is conducting research into user customisation of online systems,
with online learning environments and portals as the focus.

It is not hard! It is not a test!
Any SCIS student can participate!

To help out just complete this easy to use
online survey located at:

The survey is COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS
and will take no longer than 15 MINUTES !
So spread the word and help out a fellow SCIS student. For further
information on the survey or on the research itself, you can contact Diana
at:

Or Justin Brown, Diana's research supervisor at:

Your participation will be greatly appreciated!
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3.3.2 Amendments as a Result of Pilot Survey

After two days of data collection some data recording errors were identified. The
timestamp feature in the database, used as a validation method, was not correctly
recording participants' survey completion time. The specific table in the database and a
few lines of code in the survey were modified to resolve the problem. Another problem
was identified from participant feedback via a message posted on the general forum.
The feedback in the validation method was designed to ensure participants answered
each question, however it was identified that participants felt that each question was
compulsory to answer. This could have lead to participants entering invalid responses to
overcome the alert. The feedback was revised to state that it was possible to continue
with the survey even though they had not answered all the questions. The amendments
to the pilot survey led to the release of the main survey. Data collected from both pilot
and main survey versions were used in the analysis.

3.3.3 Data Validation

Before analysis took place, methods were used to ensure data validity and
reliability. Reliability of responses was controlled using a timestamp method, which
recorded the time a participant started and completed the survey. If a participant's total
time to complete the survey was considered to be very low then it is possible to say that
their responses may not carry the same value as a longer, more considered survey
completion. An initial standard deviation (SD) of 23 minutes identified a significant
difference in the timestamps. For example one participant's total time to complete the
survey reached 57 minutes. They responded to questions in-depth so it was not
removed, but the timestamp was omitted. The SD dropped to 8 minutes with an average
of 7 minutes. It was found that the responses of participants that took 4 minutes or less
to complete the survey responded by selecting the first option for each question. It was
considered that such an approach was not indicative of a thorough and thought-out
survey completion; therefore those responses were omitted from the study. The data was
then considered a more accurate representation of the population where the average time
to complete the survey was 8.4 minutes with a SD of 3.1.
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To further ensure data reliability, participants' responses were only included in
the analysis phase if they met the following criteria:
Participant details were complete: without fully completed participant
details it would be difficult to accurately identify correlations between
specific demographic groups and there responses.
Participant answered up to and including question 15 and had no more
than 2 other missing questions: with many of the questions to undergo a
comparative analysis, only receiving partial data would render the
responses ineffectual.
The participant must have taken longer than 4 minutes to complete the
survey: Since it appeared that those responses were not thorough and
thought-out. This was only applicable to the main survey.
The total number of valid responses for the pilot survey was 41 and 44 for the
main survey.
After general examination of the data from the two surveys it was found that the
responses varied greatly where one survey had more novice users than the other and
could not be directly compared. Considering that there were only minor technical
differences between the two surveys it was decided to merge all the valid responses and
categorise participants into novice and experienced CMS users. In total there were 19
novice and 66 experienced participants. Analysis of data between these two user
categories identified some differences, which are explored in Chapter 4: Data Analysis.
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CHAPTER4
Data Analysis

This chapter examines the survey questions, their purpose and an analysis of
data collected from the participants against these questions. The survey was broken
down and structured into five questions sets being (Table 4-1);
Table 4-1: Survey Items

Questions Set
Participant Details

Current System Usage

Question Range

Purpose

vn

Collect demographic details for
correlative analysis

1- 8

Determine user experience with

1-

eCourse
Interface Features

9(a-f) -12

Discover participant opinion towards
customisable interface features

Functionality Features

13(a-n)- 15

Discover participant opinion towards
customisable functionality features

Customisation Preference

16- 17

Discover participant preference of
customisable interface and functionality
features
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Data was analysed from the response of 85 participants. The collected data is
presented in tables that use the following key codes shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: Survey Scale Items

Key

Definition

Key

Definition

VG

Very Good

NU

Not Useful

G

Good

NUAA

Not Useful At All

N

Neutral

SA

Strongly Agree

p

Poor

A

Agree

VP

Very Poor

D

Disagree

vu

Very Useful

SD

Strongly Disagree

u

Useful

N=

Number of respondents

4.1 Question Set 1: Participant Details
Demographic details were collected from survey participants to identify
relationships between participants from specific demographic groups and their
responses. Table 4-3 presents the collection of demographic data (see appendix). The
sample population was diverse in age, nationality, gender as well as course of study and
enrolment type. As the customisable features included in this research were designed to
cater for the needs of a diverse student population, an understanding of that population
was necessary.
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4.2 Question Set 2: Current System Usage
In question 1, participants were asked to state their experience with eCourse.
Participants were grouped into two categories; novice, meaning less than a semester
experience with eCourse; and experienced, meaning more than one semester. User
categories were further broken down into gender. In total there were:
5 female & 14 male in the novice category (19)
20 female & 46 males in the experienced category (66)
Presented in table 4-4 are the eCourse usage habits of participants, indicating
that over 65% of novice users accessed eCourse from 2 to 4 plus times per day, whereas
experienced users were more dispersed in their access habits with only 44% of
experienced users accessing eCourse from 2 to 4 plus times per day.
Table 4-4: Response to question 2 (%)-Novice/Experienced user breal{down

Q2. Approximately how often do you access the eCourse Portal? (%)

1
p/wk

2-3
p/wk

16

0

2

20

Novice
(N = 19)

Experienced

4-5
p/wk

1
p/day

2-3
p/day

4+
p/day

5

11

53

16

21

14

30

14

(N= 66)

Table 4-5: Response to question 2 (%)-Female/Male user breakdown

Q2. Approximately how often do you access the eCourse Portal? (%)

1
p/wk
Female
(N= 25)

Male
(N = 60)

2-3
p/wk

4-5
p/wk

1
p/day

2-3
p/day

4+
p/day

4

4

36

12

32

12

5

20

10

13

37

15

41

The mean for access frequency was once per day for both female and male
participants. However all (5) novice females accessed eCourse 2 to 4 plus times per day.
Therefore it is rather a combination of the level of experience and gender that appeared
to affect how frequently eCourse is accessed.
Response from question 3 indicated that 92% of participants have accessed
eCourse from home as well as university (Table 4-6). This may be a result of student
proximity to the campus facilities and their mode of study (online/on -campus).
Table 4-6: Overall response to question 3 (%)

Q3. From where have you accessed eCourse?
University

92

Home

92

Work

31

Overseas

11

Net Cafe

5
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Question 4 was designed to determine which eCourse features participants used
the most. The data indicated that features directly linked with academic work being; unit
materials and online assignment submission were used the most with online
communication via email and unit forums following in usage (Table 4-7 & 4-8).
Table 4-7: Response to question 4 (%)-Novice/Experienced user breakdown

Q 4. What features of the eCourse portal do you use the
most?(%)
Novice

Experienced

(N= 19)

(N= 65)

Unit materials

89

98

Online assignment submission

53

69

Links to student email

53

66

Unit forums

74

51

Links to university resources

53

45

General forums

37

48

Staff contact details search

26

29

Personal messaging

16

17

Table 4-8: Response to question 4 (%)-Female/Male user breakdown

Q 4. What features of the eCourse portal do you use the
most?(%)
Female

Male

(N = 25)

(N= 59)

Unit materials

100

95

Online assignment submission

72

63

Links to student email

76

58

Unit forums

68

51

Links to university resources

44

47

General forums

52

42

Staff contact details search

24

31

Personal messaging

24

14
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The responses toward the use of the eCourse features differed across participant
categories. Novice users' low response to the use of online assignment submission may
be a result of not yet having an opportunity to utilise that feature. Novice users' strong
response to the use of unit forums indicates a possible dependency on peer collaboration
as a part of their study practice. The low response for the use of general forums
indicates that these students would prefer to utilise communication features that directly
assist them with their studies. Female participants utilised six of the eight surveyed
eCourse features to a greater extent than their male counterparts.
The least used feature was personal messaging, in comparison with the high
response for the link to student email, suggests that participants may prefer email to
personal messaging for individual correspondence. This may be the result of the
personal messaging feature in eCourse not offering any features to manage or control
incoming and sent messages unlike the email syste111.
Question 5 sought participants' opinion of the eCourse interface in terms of
personal taste. Overall 73% of participants felt that the eCourse interface was good
with 14% rating it very good. Breaking the responses into participant categories (table
4-9) found that females liked the interface more than male participants with 88%
responding that it was good or very good. Novice users were more indecisive with 32%
of responses being neutral (table 4-1 0). Again males and experienced users followed a
similar pattern of response with participants considering the interface good or very good
but with more participants considering it poor or very poor. From the overall 85
participant sample population 23 (27%) of the responses indicated indecisiveness or
disagreement suggesting that the current interface is not catering to the personal tastes
of all respondents.
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Table 4-9: Response to question 5 (%)-Female/Male user breakdown

Q5. How would you currently rate the eCourse portal interface
in terms ofyour personal taste?(%)

Female
(N = 25)

Male
(N = 60)

VG

G

N

p

VP

12

76

8

4

0

15

52

20

12

2

Table 4-10: Response to question 5 (%)-Novice/Experienced user breakdown

Q5. How would you currently rate the eCourse portal interface
in terms ofyour personal taste?(%)

Novice
(N = 19)

Experienced
(N = 66)

VG

G

N

p

VP

5

58

32

5

0

17

59

12

11

2

The eCourse CMS provides students with functionality features to assist them
with their work. Question 6 was designed to discover participants' opinion of the
features offered in eCourse in terms of usefulness. Overall 83% of participants felt that
the features offered are useful or very useful with marginal differences between
participant categories (Table 4-11 ).
Table 4-11: Overall response to question 6 (%)

Q6. How would you currently rate the functionality (features)
contained within the eCourse portal in terms of usefulness? (%)
NUAA
Overall
(N = 85)

19

64

12

4

1

Question 7 asked participants to indicate which, if any, other CMS environments
they had prior experience with. Response was very low indicating that only a small
percentage of participants have had experience with other CMS (Table 4-12).
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Table 4-12: Overall response to question 7 (%)

Q 7. What other content management
systems (like eCourse) have you used? (%)
No Response

44

Blackboard

21

WebCT

20

ScamSyte

16

Other

13

Question 8 asked participants to list any other usage details. Only 10 (8.5%) of
participants entered a comment. Three participants noted NetG, which is a self-paced
online learning system that allows students to work through learning materials outside
of those offered in their enrolled units. NetG offers progress tracking of learning
materials and self tests but is not mediated by a lecturer or tutor. This system is used as
a learning resource rather than a course management system. One comment directed the
analysis of question 7 which stated they hadn't used another CMS therefore selected
'other' as equivalent to none. One participant suggested for the email system to be
integrated with eCourse, again indicating the importance of email system to students
within the university.

4.3 Question Set 3: Interface Features
Participants were requested to respond as to whether they would use any of the
six presented interface features to customise the eCourse interface. Table 4-13 (see
appendix) presents the responses from question 9. Figure 4-1 represents the data as a bar
graph to show the varying popularity between participant categories.
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Figure 4-1: Response toward customisable interface features

Response Toward Customisable Interface Features
100%
90%
80%
70%
(1,)
II)
s:: 60%
0
c. 50%
~ 40%
0:::
30%
20%
10%
0%

i

o Text Li~ks
1111lcons

!

o Interface Theme

I

I

l1111 Screen Layout
!

EJ Own Colour Scheme

I

i 1111 Background lmage_1

Novice

Experienced

There was a disparity amongst participant categories in their desire to customise
the eCourse interface. The ability to customise the interface was very popular for novice
users. The three most popular features was the ability to customise the screen layout, the
use of icons for functionality & navigation and the ability to apply an interface theme
with 89%, 79% and 79% of responses respectively. Experienced participants were not
as in favour of customising the eCourse interface, with their three most popular features
being the use of text links then icons for functionality & navigation and the ability to
apply an interface theme with 73%, 64% and 63% of responses respectively. The
disparity here is that novice users appear to want control over the screen layout whilst
experienced users did not; furthermore experienced users strongly desired the use of text
links whereas novice users did not.
The difference between female and male participants was not as big as described
for novice and experienced participants. Females responded more favourably to
customising the interface than males. Female participants responded strongly toward
the use of icons followed by text links for functionality & navigation and the ability to
customise the screen layout with 76%, 72% and 68% respectively. Whereas male
participants responded favourably to the use of text links for functionality & navigation,
the ability to change the interface theme, and then the use of icons with 69%, 67% and
64% respectively.
Setting one's own colour scheme and background image were consistently less
popular, than the other interface features, across all participant categories.
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Even though participants in each category showed a desire to customise the
interface, three features are notably more popular. The ability to interchange between
text links and icons would seem to appeal to all users. The ability to apply an interface
theme from predefined templates suggests that users would like to personalise the
graphics of the system for personal appeal but also would like to select a different
screen layout to improve useability, or to make the process quicker and easier.
From question 10 it was found that 40% of the overall survey population would
spend as much time as required to get the interface just the way they like it. However
the degree varied across participant categories. Novice users either agreed (47%) or
remained neutral (4 7%) whilst experienced users opinion ranged from a 40% agreement
to a 35% disagreement with 24% remaining neutral. Male participants responded
similarly as experienced participants with 37% agreeing and 33% disagreeing. Of
females participants 52% were willing spend as much time as required to get the
interface just the way they like it, however 20% would not. Question 10 primarily asked
participants to judge their priority in terms of time and effort for the customisation of
the system to suit their needs. The relatively high neutral and negative response
indicates that participants may have found it difficult to presume and assess their
priority of something they have not experienced. It could also indicate that even though
participants would customise their personal settings they would not spend excessive
time in doing so. If it takes too long or is too difficult then they probably would not
customise it. This idea in turn could be related to the strong positive response to the
option of 'themes' that allow users to select from a variety of ready to go graphical
interfaces.
The open ended style for question 11 asked participants to list any other
interface features they would like to customise. Nearly one third (29%) of the
participants entered a comment;
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5 participants expressed their concern toward technical and maintenance issues
4 participants suggested enhancement of the forums
3 participants (1 having made two comments) expressed that they were happy
with the system or didn't care for customisation of the interface as long as they
could do what they needed to
2 participants suggested the ability to change font size
2 participants wished for eCourse to be integrated with other university systems
2 participants suggested the ability to manage unused links or functions
2 participants pre-empted customisable functionality features that followed in
the next question set
1 participant suggested the ability to have background music
1 participant suggested specific cross browser features

Having established participant reaction to a number of customisable interface
features, question 12 was designed to determine participants' opinion of the eCourse
interface, in terms of personal taste, if some or all of their desired customisable features
were available to them. Overall 79% of participants felt that the interface would be good
with 24% considering it would be very good if the customisable features were available
to them (Table 4-14 & 4-15).

When compared (Tables 4-9 & 4-10), participants'

opinion of the eCourse interface appears to have improved after the notion of having
their desired customisable features were available to them.
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Table 4-14: Response to question 12 (%)-Novice/Experienced user breakdown

Q 12. How would you rate the eCourse portal interface in terms of
personal taste if some or all of the above customisable interface
features were available to you (%)

Novice

VG

G

N

p

VP

32

53

16

0

0

21

53

21

2

3

(N= 19)

Experienced
(N= 66)

Table 4-15: Response to question 12 (%)-Female/Male user breakdown

Q 12. How would you rate the eCourse portal interface in terms
ofpersonal taste if some or all of the above
customisable interface features were available to you (%)

Female
(N= 25)

Male
(N= 60)

VG

G

N

r

VP

24

56

20

0

0

23

52

20

2

3

This suggests that participants would appreciate eCourse to a greater extent if
features such as text links, icons, the ability to select a different screen layout and
graphical themes were integrated with the system. These features improve accessibility,
useability and create a personalised environment for each user.

4.4 Question Set 4: Functionality Features
Question 13 presented 14 customisable functionality features and requested
participants to respond as to whether they would like these features made available to
them.

The 14 customisable functionality features have been graphed in Figure 4-2

based on the data in Table 4-16 (situated in the appendix).
The popularity toward customisable functionality features was high across all
participant categories. The stark difference between novice and experienced users
toward interface features was not reciprocated in the responses toward the functionality
features; where experienced users favour toward functionality features was higher than
for interface features.
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Figure 4-2: Response toward customisable functionality features

Response Toward Customisable Functionality
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The most agreed to functionality features with an overall 95% agreement was
the ability to set and receive assignment due date or other personal reminders. This
feature provides a student with reminders that help maintain a timely schedule with their
study and personal business. All novice users agreed that they would like to have this
feature available to them, with 58% strongly agreeing. This would indicate that these
participants have acknowledged the importance of time management for the timely
completion of assigned work. Students, both full-time and part-time, balance a busy
schedule, which may include working on up to 4 assignments simultaneously as a fulltime study load.
The second and third most popular features relate to the assistance of students'
study programme i.e. a unit materials search function and notification of updated unit
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notes via email. The search function enables a student to promptly locate specific
information amongst weekly materials. This could assist students' study programme
during review periods, final assignments and exam preparation. User63 suggested "Full
text search across all unit material, with an advanced search engine". Notification of
updated unit materials via email could assist the lecturer as well as the student,
replacing the current method of students having to log into eCourse several times in
order to see whether new materials have been posted. Once students from a unit have
been notified that new materials have been posted, they can then schedule their study
programme more effectively.
A personal calendar & to-do-list was the fourth most agreed upon functionality
feature with an overall 80% response. This feature follows the trend of features that
assist with students study programme, workload management and overall organisation.
This need to be organised, is one of the university's fundamental learning outcomes.
User35 commented "If a to-do list I personal calendar was implemented the ability to
export/import to and from Outlook would be nice".
Notification and communication appears to be the following trend after
organisation. 80% of the overall sample population responded favourably toward the
ability to receive notification of new materials via email and 75% responded favourably
toward the ability to see most recent postings on the message or forum discussion
boards. User4 suggested "forum thread identification such as Read, Unread, and New
Post Added". Students' frequent use of the unit forums, previously indicated, may have
been the drive behind the popular desire toward the customisable forum feature in order
to make communication easier and more efficient.
The four most popular functionality features indicate that organisation and
communication are important factors to students. The information and resource features
overall only achieved 49-61% of participant agreement. Features such as website
bookmarks marks, recommendations based on other people's searches and personalised
news feeds were not as desirable to the majority of the population as the communication
and organisational features were. The data indicates that students are more interested in
features that are going to assist them to work with and manage their study workload.
Further analysis of the data indicated a disparity between novice and
experienced CMS users where novice users were in favour of having unit materials
available in various formats and experienced users not. This may be because surveyed
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experienced users have been studying computer science and better understand the
implications this features has on maintenance, such as version control, as well as the
power and versatility of PDF documents hence the lack of agreement for materials to be
made available in various formats (PowerPoint, RTF, HTML).
The least favoured feature was the ability to set the language display. Of the
23% who favoured customisation of language display 50% were Australian, 16% were
Australian of overseas descent, while the remaining 33% were not Australian i.e. one
from each of the following nationalities: Burundian, Indian, Kenyan, Sri Lankan,
Indonesian and Zimbabwean. The data indicates that only 39% of participants who
came from non-English speaking countries agreed to want to be able to customise the
language display. Australians seemed to want to customise the language display more
than international students. International students may have responded this way since an
academic level of English is required to study at the university and they are probably
comfortable with English.
Participants were then requested to comment as to whether there were any other
functionality features they would like to customise. The 16 participant responses are as
follows:
3 participants commented on other system issues
The use of calendar dates not academic weeks
No time out after 5 minutes
Access to materials for previously enrolled units
2 participants suggested the ability to create private forums for collaborative
teamwork.
Full text search across all unit material with advanced search engine
To-do-list to be interoperable with Microsoft Outlook
Ability to change font (interface feature)
Number of people currently logged in (might indicate heavy forum users)
Learning plan and feedback
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None, happy with the features it has
Sending SMS messages to people in the school
Output statistics and graphs, time of day
Yahoo messenger instead of MSN
The comments suggesting the ability to create forum groups and the to-do-list to
be interoperable with outlook reiterates the recurring theme of organisation and
communication being paramount to the participants.
Question 15 was designed to determine participants' opinion of the features in
eCourse in terms of usefulness if some or all of their desired customisable features,
from question 13, were available to them. Table 4-17 indicates an overall 91% strong
response for the functionality features in eCourse portal to be useful with 49% very
useful.

Table 4-17: Response to question 15 (%)-Novice/Experienced user breakdown

Q 15. How would you rate the functionality (features)
contained within the eCourse portal in terms of usefulness
if some or all of the above customizable features were
available to you

Novice
(N = 19)

Experienced
(N= 64)

vu

u

N

NU

NUAA

53

37

11

0

0

48

44

6

2

0
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4.5 Question Set 5: Customisation Preference
From the list of popular customisable interface and functionality features,
participants indicated they would like to have available to them, a ranking system was
implemented to determine their preference of these features. A count of participants
who ranked an interface or functionality feature first or second is presented in tables 418 and 4-19 respectively.
Table 4-18: First or second preference count against the most preferred
customisable interface features

Count of all participants who offered 1st or 2nd preference
against a customisable interface feature
Feature

1st or 2nd
preference

use icons for functionality and navigation

27

set my own colour scheme

25

use text links for functionality and navigation

23

choose an interface 'theme' from a series of
predefined templates

22

select a different screen layout

21

set the background image of the page( s) I use

9

There was only a marginal difference between preferences across the five top
interface features (Table 4-18) suggesting that an assortment of customisable interface
features would be required in order to cater for students' diverse needs.
Results from the preference ranking indicated that, in some cases, 'preference'
could dominate 'popularity'. The ability to set one's own colour scheme was the second
least popular interface feature for all participant categories; however it received a high
level of preference from experienced and male users. The notable preference to set
one's own colour scheme and select a different screen layout in consideration to the
high popularity and average preference toward the use of 'themes' suggests users would
like to maintain a level of control over their study portal interface. Similarly the stronger
popularity for the use of text links was outweighed with the high preference for the use
of icons for functionality and navigation. In this case the data suggests that the ability to
interchange between text links and icons would greatly accommodate the differing user
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needs. Overall the allocation of preference reduced the gap between five interface
features and made them equally important.
The ability to set the background image was the least popular and least preferred
of the six interface features. In the context of the whole sample population 11% ranked
it first or second.
The preference toward customisable functionality features was more defined
than the preference toward the interface features. Table 4-19 presents the preference of
six notable customisable functionality features, indicating the two most preferred
features being the personal calendar and to-do list and the ability to set and receive
assignment due date or other personal reminders.
Table 4-19: First or second preference count against the most preferred
customisable functionality features

Count of participants who offered 1st or 2nd preference against
the six most preferred customisable functionality features
Feature Description

1st or 2nd
preference

a personal calendar & to-do-list

31

ability to set and receive assignment due
date or other personal reminders

31

unit notes update notification via email

20

unit materials search function

15

an online notepad

13

ability to see most recent postings on the
message or forum discussion boards

11

The personal calendar and to-do list had 31 respondents selecting it as their first
or second preference. The ability to set and receive assignment due date or other
personal reminders received the same number of respondents however since the
calendar and to-do list feature had a lower popularity (figure 4-2) this suggests that this
feature was considered to be of greater importance.
Features following in preference were the unit update notification via email; the
unit materials search function and the online notepad.
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The preference level was low toward the ability to see the most recent postings
on the forum discussion board. However, in comparison with the other surveyed
functionality features, this feature does not seem to offer the equivalent functionality
and usefulness. This suggests that participants do desire a customisable feature for the
discussion boards but would prefer it to be more functional.
From several comments received from participants, the following two features
were suggested for the discussion boards:
the ability to create private forums for collaborative team work
the identification of new, read and unread messages with the ability
to delete messages
The remaining eight functionality features were preferred only by a minority of
participants being 11 to 3 people of the whole sample population (Table 4-20). The data
indicates that students are interested in features that are functional and will directly
assist them with their studies.
Table 4-20: First or second preference count against the less
preferred customisable functionality features

Count of participants who offered 1st or 2nd
preference against the remaining less preferred
customisable functionality features
Feature DescriQtion

1st or 2nd
Qreference

website bookmarks

11

unit materials in various formats

7

Live chat

7

Personalized news feeds

6

"Who's online" indicator

5

List of downloaded documents

5

recommendations based on other
peoples searches

3

ability to set the language display

3
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4.6 Summary
It has become apparent that the survey participants have various needs, usage

habits and experience with eCourse. Their diversity has been reflected in their opinion
towards the visual appeal of the eCourse interface and usefulness of its functionality
features, furthermore in the distinct ways in which users desire to customise their study
portal.
The customisable interface features which participants desired to use differed
between novice and experienced users. The desire to customise the interface was more
popular amongst novice users than experienced users. The use of icons and the ability to
change the interface theme from a set of predefined templates was popular for all
participants. However the ability to change the screen layout was more appealing to
novice users whilst the use of text links for functionality and navigation was more
appealing for experienced users. After participants ranked their desired interface
features in order of preference there was only a marginal difference between the top five
interface features.
Responses were more favourable and consistent amongst participants toward
customisable

functionality

features.

Features

associated

with

organization,

communication and efficiency were more popular than features associated with
resources and information. Results from the preference ranking identified the calendar
and to-do list function along with the due date reminder function to be the two notably
preferred functionality features. Communication via email and discussion forums also
gained a favourable response with several participants commenting on the need for
functionality features within the discussion forums.
Participants were not as concerned with the visual appeal of the interface as they
were with the usefulness of eCourse. Users of the eCourse preferred customisable
features that assist with carrying out tasks relevant to a learning environment, their
studies. After the notion of including the desired customisable interface and
functionality features within eCourse participants' opinion improved notably.
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CHAPTERS
Discussion

The following discussion considers the data collected from the survey and
review of literature in the light ofthe research questions of the study being:
Q 1. Which customisable features do students prefer within a CMS?

Q2. What are the surrounding opinions users have toward system customisation?
Areas of interest arose in the areas of computer mediated communication,
workload management, visual interface styles, text links and icons, variation in opinions
towards customisable features and issues surrounding the response of female survey
participants.

5.1 Computer Mediated Communication
Survey participants indicated that the most frequently used communication tools
within eCourse were email and unit forums, with these two items receiving higher
response than general forums and the personal messaging tool. When participants were
asked to express their reactions to customisable features, in relation to these
communication tools, once again email and unit forums received more affirmative
responses than other functions, such as an online notepad or live chat. As Beimans
(2003) found that the more email was used the more it was customised, the data from
this study suggests that students would appreciate the ability to customise
communication features that they use frequently
The difference between the surveyed communication features is the time frame
in which the exchange of messages occurs, whether it's private or public, the number of
people involved and whether messages are archived for future reference. Even though
live chat facilitates the ability to send and receive immediate response to a message, it
may not have been popular since it is difficult to synchronise communication times.
Furthermore students may prefer to use the common and freely available instant
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messaging (IM) software that is suitable for personal and study related work rather than
opting to use school recourse for personal use. Mock (2001) found that of 35 survey
participants only 35% used IM software for class work, although all but one considered
IM software to be between somewhat useful and very useful.
5.1.1 Forums

Discussion forums were well received by participants in this study. Participants'
strong responses toward discussion forums may be due to the ability of forums to foster
community and collaborative work. Questions and answers posted in the unit discussion
forums can benefit all students, particularly those wishing to pose a similar question.
From all surveyed participants 63% used the unit forums frequently and 75% desired
better useability features to manage the volume of posts. Mocks' study (2001) found
that 86% students considered discussion boards somewhat or very useful. Discussion
forums offer the ability to carry out discussions over an extended period of time, which
allows students to respond at a time convenient to them. However a student may opt not
to use the discussion forum because of its public nature where they may feel
apprehensive to participate due to public scrutiny of their posts (Mock, 2001). To cater
for this, some discussion forums enable anonymous postings and others offer the ability
to create smaller private forums designed for grouped team work (WCET, 2005).
5.1.2 Email

Email is a common form of computer-me'diated communication used for social,
business and study purposes (Biemans et al., 2003). Email enables large amounts of
information to be distributed either privately, or to any number of recipients. It also acts
as a means of archiving information for future reference. The convenience of email
could be a factor as to why the response toward the use of email and the desire to
receive notification via email was highly favoured by students. CU and OCLC both
offer customisable email notification that alerts a user of important information. If a
user is emailed it is more likely they will receive and act on that information than if they
had to actively seek it out.
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5.2 Centralised Workload Management

The study indicated that there was greater preference towards features that
directly impact on study workload organisation. Out of the 14 surveyed features, there
was a strong preference towards personal calendars and to-do lists, and automated
reminders for important due dates and personal notifications. This demonstrates a need
for students to have greater organisational capacity within a CMS. As Wolz (1997)
indicated, organisational tools such as calendars, appointment books, to-do lists and
various other scheduling aids help students plan their time, deliver results and meet
deadlines.
Currently, eCourse only offers a static calendar controlled by the unit facilitator,
with no customisability on the student's part. The research data suggests that eCourse
would prove to be of greater usefulness if it offered a more student-centred calendar
system, where the students are able to add their own dates and reminders.

One

respondent further suggested interoperability with Microsoft Outlook; this would enable
synchronisation to occur between the eCourse calendar and that of the student's existing
calendar system.
The preference towards task or 'to-do' lists indicates that students have a need
for keeping track of their tasks, in the same way that they keep track of dates via the
calendar. Again, this study would suggest that such an addition would enhance
eCourse's usefulness, as it currently lacks a task monitoring facility. The to-do list
would offer students the ability to keep an ongoing index of projects, assignments and
personal tasks that could be 'ticked off as they are completed. Self-satisfaction for the
student could be gained from crossing off tasks from a list and further encourages the
completion of future tasks. The to-do list also assists in the prioritisation of work to be
completed as the student can see, at a glance all that needs to be done and thereby is
able to organise according to importance.
With a demand indicated for greater student-centred control of calendars,
schedules and to-do lists, there is an opportunity for CMS to change the passive culture
that seems to be prevalent. This study suggests that students would prefer to use the
CMS as a complete 'study' portal, where they are able to manage their own workload
from a central point. Where personal calendars, reminders and notifications, to-do lists
and other general functions would allow students' to personally organise and keep track
of their study load. Having all these means of organisation available, in a single
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centralised location, the students would be able to manage their time and tasks more
effectively and efficiently since they can see all that affects their workload in one place.

5.3 Themes and Visual Styles
The data gathered for this research indicates that participants appreciate the
ability to customise the presentation of their interface, however do not consider it the
highest priority. This means that they choose not to spend excessive time 'tweaking' the
interface to suit their tastes. Just less than two thirds (60%), of the sample population,
indicated that they would not spend as much time as was needed to get the interface
'just the way they like it'. In fact, selecting such features as customised colour schemes
and background images had the least response of surveyed customisable interface
features, particularly for experienced users. Student responses indicate that they would
rather apply a theme from a series of predefined templates rather than author their own
interface. However, experienced users indicated that they would prefer to maintain an
element of control with the ability to set their own colour scheme.
There was a strong response from survey participants towards the ability to
customise the interface, but the data also indicated that participants were not generally
willing to put in the time to do so, therefore the idea of pre-packaged 'themes' would be
the most suitable means of customising the interface. Themes are typically a set of predefined visual, and sometimes aural, styles that the user can implement quickly and
easily. This would save students the effort of customising individual elements of the
interface, thereby reducing the amount of time spent. So whilst the desire to individually
customise the look and feel of the interface was indicated support, the ability to have
pre-packaged themes readily available drew greater response from the participants.
It would seem that themes would enable users with little time or low technical

literacy to quickly customise their interface. There are a number of open-source online
systems, such as MoveableType and Word Press that offer themes as standard practice.
They allow the user to select from a library of pre-designed themes to customise their
interface in quick, easy steps. However, should the user have the technical skills, they
are able to design their own theme. These themes can then be shared amongst other
users seeking to customise. The popularity of these open-source sharing methods can be
seen simply by visiting one of the many development sites dedicated to theme design
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for these systems. The popularity of themes is such that there is a viable market for their
development and sale (Wardell, 2002).
From the data gathered, it is evident that students would appreciate the ability to
quickly customise the interface to suit their tastes. This feature would be a welcome
addition to eCourse as the HCI community states that an aesthetically pleasing interface
promotes the successful completion of tasks and enhances the end user experience
(Norman, 2002).

5.4 Text links and Icons
There was a divided popularity between the use of text links and icons for
navigation and functionality. This study found that experienced users responded
favourably to both the use of text links and icons, whereas novice users responded
favourably only toward the use of icons. Data from the preference ranking system
indicated that the use of icons was considered the most preferred interface features
overall, with the preference towards the use of text links being marginal.
The review of literature indicates that either text links or icons can be used for
navigation and functionality however text links should be used in case a clear
description of a function is to be compromised (Raskin, 2000; Ravden & Johnson,
1989). HCI authors have offered various suggestions to the preference of novice and
experienced users in the use of text links or icons. Shneiderman (1982) considered icons
to be enjoyable for all since they are easy to learn by novice users and fast to use by
experienced users; However Shih & Alessi (1994) claim that text links have a lower
cognitive load and may be preferred by novice users. Both of these claims are probably
relevant where the reason behind why a user chooses text links or icons will vary, thus
lending support to the ability to interchange between text and icons in order to
accommodate for various users with various needs.
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5.5 Variation in Opinions

Novice and experienced eCourse users have a difference of opinion toward the
inclusion of customisable features to the system. This discussion looks at shifts of
opinion toward eCourse as it was and as it would be with the inclusion of customisable
features and speculates on what customisation means for various users.
Table 5-1 presents the shift in opinion, for novice and experienced users, if
desired customisable interface features were made available in eCourse.
Table 5-1: Participant response before and after the notion of
including customisable interface features in eCourse

Novice (N = 19)

Experienced (N = 66)

before

after

before

after

VG

5%

32%

17%

21%

G

58%

53%

59%

53%

N

32%

16%

12%

21%

p

5%

0%

11%

2%

VP

0%

0%

2%

3%

The data indicates that the ability to customise the interface strongly appeals to
novice users. The 21% increase resulted in an 84% positive rating with 32% being Very
Good. User 9 from the novice category commented that the system "should be more
user friendly"; the strong preference towards the ability to select a different screen
layout and the use of icons suggests that the inclusion of these desired customisable
interface features will satisfactorily meet the needs of novice user and enhance their
expenence.
The shift of opinion for experienced users was more varied. Participants shifted
from good to very good or from poor to very good indicating that customisation of
interface features would have a positive effect on the system. However 21% (14) of
experienced users had a declined shift of opinion. The opinion of 13 participants'
shifted by one degree from either VG to G or G to Neither. From the data and
participants feedback some reason behind their decline in opinion have been speculated.
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Experienced users may have felt:
unsure of the effect customisation will have on the system
that the system interface didn't need improving: User 41 "I'm happy
with the way it is"; User 32p " I guess these are not important to me"
that the addition of customisable interface features would over
complicate the system: User 64 "There are occasional technically
problems with eCourse and if there were that making it customisable
would increase these, I would strongly disagree - it isn't there to look
pretty !"
concerned about technical hindrance: User 35 "Customisation is not a
necessity and will make support a nightmare"
User 6 from the experienced user category was the only participant to shift their
opinion from G to Very Poor. His comment "minimal images, fast loading times"
suggests that he is technically concerned about the download of interface features. It is
likely that this directly affected his shift in opinion. It is important to remember that
customisable features could benefit users who are concerned with download speed. If a
user were using a dial-up Internet connection customisation would allow them to switch
to text-based interface, whilst a broadband user may prefer to use a complete graphical
interface. Therefore the issue User 6 raised lends itself as an example to show how a
customisable interface could benefit a user, not just in the sense of 'look and feel' but of
actual usability.
As discussed in Chapter 2 an end user is not necessarily technically minded
rather a general user of a system to carry out tasks. Technical feasibility is an
undeniable issue that needs to be addressed in further studies however the purpose of
this study is to determine which features CMS users want to be able to customise, not
the technical feasibility of customisation. Novice users demonstrate the attitude of end
users that may not be as technically minded as the experienced users that have
developed technical knowledge from their field of study being computer and
information science. These differing opinions demonstrate the issues raised in EUC (end
user computing) where system designers may forget what it is like to be a novice user,
an end user (B. A. Myers, 1994). Hence they can become restricted from pushing the
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boundaries of possibility and exploring feasibility in technical stability instead of
deeming it not possible.
Table 5-2 displays the shift in opinion, for novice and experienced users, if
desired customisable functionality features were included in eCourse. There was an
overall 29% shift of opinion to very useful. Novice users were considerably more
optimistic that the system would be more useful with a 42% increase to Very Useful.
The shift in opinion for experienced users was not as steep since their opinion of the
existing functionality of eCourse was higher than novice users. Consequently 89% of
novice users and 89% of experienced users agreed that the system would be either
useful or very useful if customisable functionality features were available to them.
Table 5-2 : Participant response before and after the notion of
including customisable functionalitr features in eCourse

Novice (N = 19)

Experienced (N = 66)

before

after

before

after

VG

11%

53%

21%

47%

G

68%

37%

62%

42%

N

21%

11%

9%

6%

p

0%

0%

5%

2%

VP

0%

0%

2%

0%

The data indicates that the inclusion of customisable functionality features
evidently appeals to a majority of system users. User 47, an experienced user from the
pilot study, only selected four of the thirteen customisable functionality features which
influenced their opinion of the system to rise to 'Very Useful' after they considered the
eCourse to be 'Not Useful At All'. The four features where associated with organisation
and communication, this suggests that even the inclusion of a few key customisable
features the systems useability can dramatically improve.
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5.6 Gender Issues
Novice females in particular accessed eCourse several times per day whereas
this data was not replicated for their male counterparts. Table 4-8 indicated that females
used six of the eight surveyed eCourse features 5% to 18% more than their male
counterparts. This may indicate that females in their early stage of study are more
studious than their male counterparts, or feel a greater reliance on the CMS system to
keep informed in their studies. Mathis (2002) addresses the issue of first year women
undergraduates' low perceptions of their computer skills in computer science bachelor's
degrees. Mathis' study was able to improve women's perception of their computing
skills, however not their level of confidence. Kurman's (2004) study confirms Beyers'
(1990) findings indicating that females underestimate their performance and have lower
self confidence than males in stereo-typed masculine tasks in education such as math ..
Novice females more frequent access to eCourse, combined with Kurman's findings
suggests novice females in the field of computer science maybe more studious in the
early stages of their degree to counteract the low perception of their ability.

5.7 Summary
It is evident that students do wish to customise features within eCourse.

Surveyed students preferred functionality features that would assist them with
scheduling and time management as well as maintaining an organised means of
communication. Organisation and scheduling tools including the calendar, to-do lists,
reminders and notifications were preferred functionality features since they assist
students plan their time, meet deadlines and deliver results (Wolz et al., 1997). Unit
forums and email were the popular means of communication and participants preferred
to customise these tools. It was presumed that preference to customise these features
was due to the frequent use of these communication features and their convenience
(Mock, 2001).
Students responded favourably toward customising the eCourse interface. An
aesthetically pleasing interface promotes the successful completion of tasks and
enhances the end user experience (Norman, 2002). However it seems that students are
not prepared to spend excessive time in doing so. As a result the ability to select a
predefined theme was a preferred means of customising the look and feel of the GUI.
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The preference toward icons and text links was divided. Varying opinions indicate that
it is not possible to predict what a user may choose to use therefore the ability to
interchange between text links and icons would accommodate for users various needs.
The comparison of participant opinion indicated differing views between user
categories and the inclusion of various types of customisable features. The inclusion of
interface features such as; the ability to select a different screen layout and the use of
icons for functionality and navigation, had a positive impact on the opinion of novice
users' being a 21% increase, totalling 84%, of novice user considering the eCourse to be
good or very good. There was a stronger decline in opinion for experienced users with
the inclusion of customisable interface features with several participants expressing
their concern for technical feasibility and system management. It has been speculated
that experienced participant's technical knowledge of computer systems, due to their
formal studies, may have altered their perspective when answering questions on
customisation. Overall it is evident that the ability to customise the interface would still
satisfy the novice user even though experience users have differing views.
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CHAPTER6
Conclusion

The study has revealed a matrix of end user categories and their corresponding
preference toward customisation. Due to the complexities of the human-computer
relationship explored in section 2.3, end user preference toward interface features
varied. The notion of customising the interface was more favored by novice users. This
does not suggest that these features are not as noteworthy rather it exemplifies the
importance to employ these features to accommodate for the diverse needs of the end
user population. Consequently several surveyed interface features received similar end
user preference.
End users indicated that functionality features associated with communication
and organisation were the most preferred. There was a centralised view that end users
desired features that would directly assist them carry out tasks they wished to
accomplish. Morgan, cited in Ferguson et al. (2004), claimed that there should be a
focus on the tasks end users need or want to accomplish and that customisation should
be used to balance generic web sites to enhance a user's experience; this statement
supports the findings in this study. End users have indicated a preference toward
customisable features that are task orientated and the ability to utilise these features in a
way that suits there needs consequently enhancing their experience.
These findings suggest that it would be possible to apply these results to other
task driven CMS' s. The customisable features explored in this study are used in other
CMS in various combinations (WCET. (2005), therefore the findings in this study could
apply and benefit the further advancement of these CMS, implementing customisable
features that suit the needs of the end user.
It is recommended that further research should be carried out in regards to the
technical feasibility of employing the preferred features into a CMS; as well as a study
of the utilisation and impact these features have on the end user population. The
development of an experimental prototype would enable a researcher to explore various
programming techniques to ensure system stability, and then release the prototype on a
sample of the end user population in order to test the level of end user satisfaction.
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This study provides a roadmap against which customisation features and
functions could be developed for online learning environments and course management
systems. The focus of such customisation should be productivity over visual allure,
practicality over appeal.
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APPENDIX
Data Tables

Table 4-3: The number of participants in various demographic brackets

Question

Results

Age

17-19yrs

20-24yrs

25-29yrs

30yrs+

13

38

13

21

11

111

IV

v

vi

Vll

Nationalit
y

Gender

Level of
Study

Course

Australian

Other English
speaking Country

Non-English Country

51

11

23

Males

Females

60

25

l_gyear

~nd year

Jill year

4th year I
Honours

17

21

27

6

Study of:

NQ

Computer Science

36

Computer Security

6

Internet Computing

6

Software Engineering

11

Library technology

13

Communication and IT

10

Business

2

Digital Media

1

Mode of
Study

Internal

External

Online

80

1

4

Enrolment
type

Full-time

Part-time

59

26

GradDip/
Masters

PhD

8

5

75

Table 4-13: ResEonse to items Eresented in guestion 9 {%}

Q9. I would like to be able to ...
Category
set my own
colour scheme

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 64)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(W= 58)
,___

------~-------~-·-----

set the
background
image ofthe
page(s) I use

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N°= 64)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N° =58)

SA

A

N

D

SD

32

26

37

5

0

8

39

39

8

3

12

36

48

4

0

14

38

36

Novice
(W = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 64)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(W= 58)
"'~-~~-"~"-"'"'~'"""'"''""'

••~·»·'<'"""'ru•"'~'""''"'~~~-·"'~~"~"''~"~-~"'--''~

use icons for
functionality
and
navigation

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 64)

Female
(N°= 25)

Male
(N° =58)

...

42

37.

11

0

9

23

50

11

5

8

32

52

8

0

10

26

47

12

5

--···

---··---·--·-·-·--·----·

37

42

11

11

0

9

52

30

3

3

16

48

36

0

0

16

52

22

7

3

'''''"~'q"NWOn""~''"~'"'m"-·---~-- •u-•u•••-·-·~-·--•-••u•u••-••u•-•

..••"

16

63

11

11

0

14

48

26

8

2

12

64

16

8

0

16

48

26

9

----------------------------------------------

use text links
for
functionality
and
navigation

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
{N° = 63)

Female
(N° = 25)

3
~-<'···~···-··--~---·--·--

r

11

--·-----"---------~----------------·--·---··-···--··-····----·--..·-·-····><-••-·--·-···~---

choose an
interface
'theme' from a
series of
predefined
templates

9

H•-••·--·•~--·•·--·•·•----·-·-~·~~~---·---·--••--•·•--

·- --

2
----------·-------------

16

42

37

5

0

17

55

21

2

2

24

48

28

0

0
76

Male
(N" =57)

14

56

25

4

_,,.,~~~-·-·~·•-•nn••~•~···-·~•••n·-~~-·-·-~-·------~m•-~•••H<n-nnnmo~,.n-•p-.---·--·--·--~·-~--··-•--••••-••••--•-••·--~

select a
different
screen layout

Novice
{N° = 19)

Experienced
{N°= 64)

58

5

5

0

12

38

41

3

3

8

60

28

4

0

21

36

36

3

3

(N° = 25)

(N° =58)

Table 4-16:

Res~onse

_. .... _m••M'O'-M<

32

Female
Male

2
_..,,,,,.,_,,, _

to guestion 13 {%}

Ql3. I would like the following features available to me
Category
ability to set and
receive
assignment due
date or other
personal
reminders

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(N° = 24)

Male
(N° = 60)

SA

A

N

D

SD

58

42

0

0

0

42

52

6

0

0

50

42

8

0

0

43

53

3

0

0

------·-·-----·--··-----·--·----~-

unit materials
search function

Novice

37

47

16

0

0

37

49

9

0

5

40

56

4

0

0

46

14

0

5

(N° = 19)

Experienced
{N° = 65)

Female
(N" = 25)

Male

36

{N° =59)
-----~---·--~~~~~··~·----,~~~~·n"~'"n••n-~

unit notes update
notification via
email

Novice

·--

·-----~-------.

----------···-------··-

26

53

21

0

0

38

43

14

3

2

44

48

8

0

0

32

44

19

3
-······-···---..
0

{N° = 19)

Experienced
{N° = 65)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

-~~-···----~~-------------------------~---------·-···-----

a personal
calendar & to-

-~~~··--~•·••M••••-·•••n••M-•m•M•<•n••-------

Novice

37

..----··--·--

47

···------~

16

2
..·-······-----------

0

(N" = 19)

77

do-list

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(N' = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

31

48

18

3

0

40

32

24

4

0

29

54

15

2

0

·--··---·-·--·--------

ability to see
most recent
postings on the
message or
forum discussion
boards

Novice

47

26

26

0

0

33

41

21

3

2

52

28

20

0

0

30

42

23

3

(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 66)

Female
(N'

=

25)

Male
(N° = 60)

-----"·---------------~

unit materials in Novice
(N° = 19)
various formats
e.g. textual,
Experienced
graphical or html (N° = 65)
Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

Recommendatio
ns based on
other peoples
searches

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
{N° = 65)

Female
(N' = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

Online notepad

· Novice
(N° = 19)

--

______________

32

53

16

0

0

28

32

29

8

3

20

52

24

4

0

32

31

27

--~---

Website
bookmarks

.. -----------------~--

2
_.,

7
,,_.,,.,, "' '""'"

"··--·-·-··-------------·-- ---

3
--·-·---·--·~-•-----•-rn

16

53

26

5

0

11

48

35

3

3

20

48

32

0

0

8

51

34

5

3

26

42

32

0

0

18

36

36

6

3

24

48

28

0

0

19

34

39

7

3

16

53

26

5

0

78

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

Who's online
indicator

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(~=25)

Male
{N° =59)

Personalised
news feeds

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N°= 59)

Live chat

Novice
(N° = 19)

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

List or recently
downloaded
documents

Novice
(~

= 19)

Experienced
(~=

65)

Female
(~=

25)

Male
(N° =59)

ability to set the
language display

Novice
(N° = 19)

14

39

33

8

5

24

48

20

8

0

10

41

37

7

5

21

32

32

16

0

17

39

33

5

5

24

40

24

12

0

15

37

37

5

5

5

26

63

0

5

15

42

35

3

3

16

28

44

8

4

12

44

41

0

3

26

37

32

5

0

17

30

38

9

3

20

40

24

12

0

19

29

42

7

3

21

26

37

11

5

14

36

35

11

5

20

40

36

4

0

14

32

36

14

7

16

21

63

0

0

79

language display

Experienced
(N° = 65)

Female
(N° = 25)

Male
(N° =59)

6

11

66

14

3

12

16

68

4

0

7

12

64

14

3

80

